Regardless of the protagonist's social circumstances, films such as The Wizard of Oz and Boyz N the 'Hood are designed to focus on the humanity in the character and the universality of his or her condition. This "design" (which we will discuss later) elevates the awareness of the audience and encourages them to look past racial bias.
Viewed through the prism of racial stereotypes, The Wizard of Oz and Boyz N the 'Hood would appear polar opposites representing icons of two different racial experiences in America. When I told my scriptwriting class about this article, one of my African American students became greatly amused and said, "How are you going to compare those two movies? The Wizard of Oz is classic White, and Boyz N the 'Hood is classic Black." Furthermore, one is a wondrous flight of imagination set in a dream fantasy, the other a semiautobiographical tale taken from gritty reality. On the surface, Dorothy is entrenched in the epitome of all-American wholesomeness: the White family farm in the Midwest. Tre's story unfolds in what is considered the epitome of social disorganization and danger: the Black inner city.
However, literary integrity in film transcends racial stereotypes. Insightful chronicles of the human condition depend on three-dimensional characters and well-constructed story-characters and stories that parallel each other in these two movies. The kingdom of "Oz" is a facsimile of South Central, the " 'hood": both are environments unfit for children. Our young protagonists, Dorothy and Tre, are both facing death while trying to survive and escape these dangerous places. They must find their way back home or die.
to run away from home to protect her dog Toto from being taken by the menacing Miss Gulch. Professor Marvel, a charlatan, convinces her to go back home. Dorothy reaches home but is caught up in a cyclone that takes her and her house "somewhere over the rainbow" to a land called Oz. Dorothy is told that the Wizard of Oz can help her get home. She meets three true friends who travel with her to Emerald City to see the Wizard. Dorothy is being stalked constantly and attacked by the Wicked Witch, who covets the powerful ruby slippers that magically appeared on Dorothy's feet soon after she appeared in Oz. The Wicked Witch must kill Dorothy to possess the slippers.
Tre Styles is a young African American boy who is being raised mostly by his mother in South Central Los Angeles during the 1980s. Tre is rebelling against authority by fighting in school and verbally disrespecting his teacher. Tre revolts against his maternal supervision. Everyday he is haunted by the violence in his community: drug dealers, gang bangers, dead bodies, police sirens, and helicopters. Tre's parents decide that he needs the full-time guidance of his father and should go live with him. Tre is delighted to be with the friends he has in his father's neighborhood. Though Furious stresses education and responsibility in his household, crime and violence surround the neighborhood. Early death is a daily visitor for young Black men in South Central.
Both protagonists are forced to grow up in environments that are extremely unfriendly to children. Dorothy is in danger of being killed by the Wicked Witch and her gang of flying monkeys. Tre is in danger of being killed by gang leader Ferris and his band of young neighborhood killers. Tre must fight his way through the 'hood and avoid all the violence and physical attacks designed to kill him. Dorothy must survive the Haunted Forest, which serves as her 'hood, and fight off surprise attacks by the Wicked Witch who is intent on killing her. The consequence is death for both children if they do not make it out of their treacherous environments.
Still, audiences tend to believe that The Wizard of Oz and Boyz N the 'Hood have absolutely nothing in common, which makes their similarities that much more intriguing. Scholar and philosopher Cornel West (1990) describes this disparity in racial perceptions in The New Cultural Politics of Difference, explaining that American people of different cultures and races are unable to see themselves in the "other" because of racism and cultural ignorance. These attitudes were embodied in the birth of this nation, but West states, "There is emerging a significant shift," an exacerbation of the sense of racial difference (p. 19).
In the article "Favorite Films and Film Genres As a Function of Race, Age, and Gender" published in the Journal of Media Psychology in 1998, authors Fischoff, Antonio, and Lewis (1998, Many Americans engage in what Cornel West calls the "cultural politics of difference" with regard to movie ticket purchases. As evidenced by the aforementioned comment made by my student, we are all in need of education.
The tandem of The Wizard of Oz and Boyz N the 'Hood underscore this need for education. These are two classics, two critically acclaimed movies that share the same genre (coming-of-age), archetypal characters, story structure, dramatic content, and use of metaphor. Race is the only element in these two movies that causes American audiences to view them differently. Their comparison will prove that regardless of race, creed, color, or religion, all great stories are about the same thing, the soul of a human being. Absent of racism, we should be able to accept any good story, well told.
The theories and writings of three of the foremost authorities on the screenplay and the art of dramatic writing, Lajos Egri (1942) , Syd Field (1979), and Robert McKee (1997) , demonstrate the connections between The Wizard of Oz and Boyz N the 'Hood. An effective comparison requires an understanding of the basic elements of story (i.e., protagonist, antagonist, premise, physiology, sociology, psychology, orchestration, unity of opposites, transition, setup, plot points, confrontation, crises, climax, and resolution). These tools will be used to examine and solidify the strong ties between these two coming-of-age films.
safety. Dorothy seeks compassion from the adults in her life, but because of her immaturity, she ignores the advice they offer. She feels the adults do not understand the magnitude of the problem the way that she does. The young teenager wonders if there is a world far away where there are no problems, a place where she can be free to do as she pleases. When Miss Gulch presents a summons to take Toto away, Dorothy blames Auntie Em for not doing more to stop this from happening. Dorothy not only wants to run away from home to protect Toto, she also wants to run away from authority and responsibility.
In Boyz N the 'Hood, the protagonist Tre, like Dorothy, feels he knows more than the adults in his life. He shirks responsibility and has little respect for others who do not agree with his actions or philosophy. In school he lashes out when his knowledge is challenged, resulting in a classroom brawl. Tre feels his mother does not understand him and rejects her authority. His immaturity causes his mother to send him to live with his father. Tre believes that by living with his father he will inhabit a world far away from his mother's stern hand, a place where he can be free, where he can be one of the "boyz."
Antagonist
If the protagonist is the character who has the plan, the antagonist is the character who places obstacles in the way of that plan. Egri (1942) 
Premise
"Everything has a purpose or a premise" (Egri, 1942, p. 1) . A premise is the concept that your story will prove in the end. I tell my students that the premise is usually spoken by one of the characters in the film. "A good premise is a thumbnail synopsis of your play" (p. 8). If a story has no premise, it has no purpose.
The premise or purpose of The Wizard of Oz is to prove that "there's no place like home." The premise or purpose of Boyz N the 'Hood is to prove that "only a father can teach his son to be a man." In other words, for a boy, there's no place like a home with a father. Both premises suggest that someone will have to leave home to grow up and learn the virtues of home before he or she can return home.
In the early parts of each story, Dorothy and Tre are resistant to adult supervision and advice. Each child must undergo a maturation process if he or she is to overcome his or her obstacles. Both protagonists are children younger than 18, and their journey reminds viewers that every child believes that he or she is capable of handling the challenges in his or her environment.
Character-Physiology, Sociology, Phychology Egri (1942) discusses the development of character:
Every object has three dimensions: depth, height, width. Human beings have an additional three dimensions: physiology, sociology, psychology. Without knowledge of these three dimensions we cannot appraise a human being. It is not enough in your study of a man, to know if he is rude, polite, religious, atheistic, moral, or degenerate. You must know why. We want to know why man is as he is, why his character is constantly changing and why it must change whether he wishes it or not. (p. 34)
The three dimensions of a character-physiology, sociology, and psychology-give the character a soul. Characters must have a soul to be believed and understood by an audience. They must have a historical background and come from a place that audiences perceive as real. If characters are three dimensional, any viewer of any background will relate to the soul of the character. "This . . . will expose the characters' morality, sexuality, distribution.
ambitions, frustrations, personal premise, temperament, complexes, attitudes about life, abilities, imagination, judgment, and intelligence" (Egri, 1942, pp. 34-35 ).
Singleton's personal experience contributes greatly to the development of character. He was a boy in the 'hood. He respects his own truth, and his protagonist, Tre, naturally becomes a three-dimensional character. Tre is an inquisitive, immature, emotional young American boy who is taken from the warmth and safety of a mother's love and placed in a neighborhood with colorful houses and tall, swaying palm trees that expertly camouflage the life-threatening dangers in this inner-city community where Tre is to become a man.
The screenwriters on The Wizard of Oz had at least 15 books written by the original author, L. Frank Baum, about adventures in Oz and nine silent films on which to build characters (Dirks, n.d., p. 1, para. 6). Like Tre, the writers took an immature, overreactive, persistent, young American girl from the love of her family and the safety of her Kansas farm and placed her over the rainbow in a strange, colorful land with beautiful cottages and exotic flowers and trees. This beauty disguises the many hidden dangers in this parallel universe where Dorothy is to navigate her way down the road to maturity.
Boyz N the 'Hood and The Wizard of Oz are both coming-of-age stories that focus on the very similar maturation process that Tre and Dorothy undergo. The young teenagers slowly make their entrance into the adult world, where they must rely on their sociology-their upbringing-to make good, sound decisions in hostile situations. Tre uses the teachings of his father when confronted by Ferris and his gang of killers in the middle of the street in front of Tre's house. Tre was taught by Furious to look danger right in the face. He does not run away. Tre looks these boys in the eye as they confront him. He does not turn away. They capitulate: They laugh and drive off. Dorothy displays her own courage when the Lion threatens to attack Toto. She grabs Toto, stands face to face with the Lion, and slaps him on the nose. The Lion has violated Dorothy's sense of fairness when the larger, stronger animal attacked the smaller, weaker one. The Lion cowers and cries. Dorothy and Tre are learning to handle their fears and are discovering their inner strength as they confront these terrifying dangers.
When you are ready to select characters for your play, be careful to orchestrate them right. If all the characters are the same type-for instance, if all of them are bullies-it will be like an orchestra of nothing but drums . . . . Good orchestration is one of the reasons for rising conflict in any play . . . . It is possible to choose two liars, two prostitutes, two thieves for one play, but necessarily they will be different in temper, philosophy, and speech. (p. 118) Both The Wizard of Oz and Boyz N the 'Hood use the same metaphors for their supporting characters. Tre and Dorothy each have three well-developed characters who represent the attributes both protagonists feel they lack: compassion, courage, and intelligence. Dorothy has the Tin Man, the Lion, and the Scarecrow, who, in her dream, project her dormant yet desired qualities, in characters outside herself. Tre has real-life friends Doughboy, Ricky, and Brandi. (Brandi, his girlfriend, is focused on, instead of Chris, Tre's other young, male friend because she, like the other two boys, more directly influences Tre's growth and development in the 'hood.)
In The Wizard of Oz, Dorothy was selfish and uncaring when she ran away from a loving family. The hollow Tin Man, who thinks he has no heart, is the character who helps Dorothy discover her own compassion. In Boyz N the 'Hood, Doughboy, who thinks no one loves him, is the character who has compassion and teaches Tre what it means to be a loyal loving friend and brother.
Dorothy's fear about Toto's fate caused her to run away from homerunning away from her problems instead of facing them. Thus, the cowardly Lion's quest for the courage that a king of the jungle should possess mirrors Dorothy's pursuit of fearlessness to face her problems. Tre's friend, Ricky, who is celebrated for his athletic strength and bravery, must find the fortitude to conquer academic insecurity. This teaches Tre that real courage comes not from strong muscles but from a strong mind. Dorothy's Scarecrow, who literally has straw for brains, is actually the most intelligent in the group and maneuvers them out of many dangerous situations. The Scarecrow cleverly suggests ideas to Dorothy, nudging her toward using her own smarts to find solutions to her problems. Brandi, Tre's girlfriend, is determined to use her brains to go to college and get out of the 'hood. She is a constant reminder to Tre that her chosen path is the safest, smartest way out of their circumstances.
In addition to the similarities of metaphor exemplified in the characters of both films, there are also similarities of metaphor in the setting. When Dorothy opens the front door to her house after the cyclone and steps into a colorful foreign land, filled with music and strange people, she is entering a world with a different set of rules. Director John Singleton recreates this scene with Tre in his neighborhood. Each time Tre opens his front door, the audience is introduced to a strange new world with its own set of rules.
The yellow brick road and inner-city street are utilized in each movie as the setting where the protagonists are confronted with the obstacles they must overcome to achieve maturity. When Dorothy travels down the yellow brick road on her way to the Emerald City, she fends off numerous attacks by the flying Wicked Witch, who threatens to kill her. She survives hunger, fire, drugging, and abduction by the demonic flying monkeys.
As Tre walks down the street where he lives, he is constantly confronted with the temptation of drugs, sex, and violence. The audience watches him mature as he confronts these dangers head on. Tre resists drugs, talks his way out of dangerous situations, breaks up violent street fights, and survives numerous drive-by shootings. At the conclusion of their journeys down their respective yellow brick roads, Dorothy and Tre have developed into mature young adults.
Another shared metaphor of setting and character is the Haunted Forest and the 'hood and the inhabitants of each. The Wicked Witch is the gang leader of the Haunted Forest. She terrorizes the townspeople of the surrounding neighborhoods using trained flying monkeys to attack and capture her prey. The winged monkeys and the Witch's guards live under the influence of the Wicked Witch and her evil ways. Yet, when Dorothy finally kills the Wicked Witch, it is clear that the Witch's guards and the winged monkeys were victims of the Witch's cruelty. The creatures look at what's left of the Witch's meltdown and realize that they are free. They hail Dorothy as their conquering hero. The head guard gives Dorothy her prize: the Witch's broom, which will prove to the Wizard that she has killed the Wicked Witch. The reaction of the winged monkeys and the Witch's guards transforms them in the eyes of the audience from ruthless demons into oppressed beings. In fact, we see that these creatures are not wild animals. They are victims of neglect and abuse just like the fatherless boys in the 'hood.
Like those fatherless boys, there is no evidence that these creatures in the Haunted Forest have mothers or fathers. They are void of social responsibility and compassion. The Witch's guards and the winged monkeys have no regard for human life. We fear this gang of villains just as we do the gang of fatherless boys in the 'hood.
Tre's would-be killers are boys who have been treated cruelly by those who were supposed to love and protect them. They have not received the compassion, love, or understanding necessary for human growth. They are revolting against society because they want the attention of the adults in their environment.
They want their love, their guidance, their discipline. At the end of the movie, after a fatal gang shootout, Doughboy laments to Tre about the lack of concern by the adult community: no police show up, no news crews, no grieving parents. "Either they don't know, don't show, or don't care," he intones.
A striking and profound similarity is the violence and gun play that takes place in both films. To some audiences, the film Boyz N the 'Hood symbolizes a violent America-a violent Black America. Conversely, the word violence is almost never used when audiences reflect on The Wizard of Oz. Yet, in the vernacular of the 'hood, there is some serious violence "going down" in the land of Oz.
The Scarecrow's body is viciously ripped apart in a scene reminiscent of gang violence when the winged monkeys attack the Scarecrow and revel in stomping him and dismembering his body. The Wicked Witch (gang leader) hurls a large ball of fire directly at the straw-filled Scarecrow. The Wicked Witch places a beautiful poppy field between the Emerald City and Dorothy, luring the young girl into a drug-induced coma caused by fumes from the opium (illegal drug). Dorothy and her companions are mortified as they are being chased in the Haunted Forest by hordes of howling winged monkeys. Dorothy and her buddies are constantly in fear of the Witch's terrifying, unexpected appearances as she streaks across the sky on her broom-flybys much like the terrorizing drive-bys that haunt Tre and his friends. Dorothy and the residents of Oz stop in their tracks and look to the sky whenever they hear the Wicked Witch's menacing laugh, which signals coming danger. For Tre and his boys, it is the ominous sound of low-flying police helicopters hovering over the neighborhood signaling criminal activity is nearby.
There is a scene in The Wizard of Oz that many people overlook. When Dorothy, the Scarecrow, the Lion, and the Tin Man enter the Haunted Forest to capture the Wicked Witch, the Scarecrow is brandishing a gun. (There are many conflicting opinions as to how the Scarecrow acquired the gun. However, there is no explanatory scene in the final version of the 1939 movie.) Remember, the Scarecrow represents Dorothy's brain outside herself. So, theoretically, it is Dorothy who is carrying the gun. As you will see later, Dorothy's need for a gun comes from the same motivation as Tre's: She is afraid and frustrated and feels overwhelmed by her circumstances. She needs a gun in the Haunted Forest. She is going to kill someone. She is going to kill the Wicked Witch.
Tre is devastated when he sees his best friend, Ricky, gunned down in cold blood right in front of him. He is afraid and overwhelmed by his circumstances. When Tre retrieves his father's gun from the dresser drawer, it is for retaliation and out of frustration, desperation, and fear. Tre's circumstances are incomprehensible to him. At that point, gun violence is the only solution he sees to his problem. Tre is going to kill someone. He is going to kill Ricky's murderer. Tre and Dorothy react the same way to their violent circumstances: They arm themselves.
Unity of Opposites
Even assuming a play is well orchestrated, what assurance have we that the antagonists (our protagonist is an antagonist to our antagonist) won't make a truce in the middle and call it quits? The answer to this question is to be found in the "unity of opposites." It is a phrase that many people apply wrongly or misunderstand in the first place. Unity of opposites does not refer to any opposing forces or wills in a clash. Misapplication of this unity leads to a condition in which the characters cannot carry a conflict through to the finish . . . . The real unity of opposites is one in which compromise is impossible. (Egri, 1942, p. 123) .
The unity of opposites in The Wizard of Oz is good versus evil-Dorothy versus the Wicked Witch. In Boyz N the 'Hood, it is son versus father-Tre versus Furious. Compromise between the protagonist and the antagonist in both movies is impossible. With the unity of opposites intact, the audience is assured that there will be a fight to the finish. At the conclusion of The Wizard of Oz, it will be either Dorothy's life (good) or the Wicked Witch's life (evil)-not both. Consequently, at the conclusion of Boyz N the 'Hood, it will be either the son's way or the father's way-not both.
Each movie portrays its greatest moment of conflict with a face-to-face confrontation in which the protagonist is trying to escape from the antagonist. In this confrontational scene, they also share similar visuals in the set design and blocking and the placement of the characters. In The Wizard of Oz, Dorothy is being held captive by the Wicked Witch in a room in her castle. This room is spare, with one window, one door, a large chair, and the Witch's crystal ball. In Boyz N the 'Hood, Tre is being detained by his father in the living room of their home. This room is also spare, with one window, one door, a large chair, and Furious's metal stress balls. The Witch confronts Dorothy regarding the ruby slippers she wants while standing in front of the only door leading out of the room. Furious confronts Tre about the gun he's trying to retrieve from Tre, also while standing in front of the only door leading out of the house. These two very similar confrontation scenes visually dramatize the dynamics of the conflict between the two opposing characters in each movie.
Transition
Nature never jumps. She works in a leisurely manner, experimenting continuously. The same natural transition can be seen in mammals . . . . There are connecting links between the fish and the mammal: between the bird and the mammal; between the cave man and man today. The gradual change, transition, works everywhere . . . . It helps the human embryo to become an infant, an adolescent, a young man, a middle-aged man, an old man. An embryo does not become a man overnight. (Egri, 1942, pp. 201-202) The audience must see the transition of a character for the story to maintain credibility and believability.
A character cannot be the same at the end of a movie as he or she was at the beginning. There would be no drama, no story. If the character's change is to be believed, he or she must make all of the logical steps necessary between what he or she is at the beginning of the story and what he or she becomes in the end. The transition for both our protagonists is the same. The transition for Dorothy is immaturity to maturity. The transition for Tre is boy to man. The audience is allowed to see the protagonists grow and mature, step by step, once confronted with the dangers in their environments.
When Dorothy travels down the yellow brick road on her way to the Emerald City, she has taken the first step on her journey to maturity. The audience sees her grow in increments, becoming a stronger, wiser, more loving young girl. Each one of her companions on the yellow brick road represents qualities Dorothy feels she lacks. Through them, she discovers her own intelligence, heart, and courage. Likewise, Tre becomes compassionate, intelligent, and courageous as he overcomes dangers on his street and learns bravery and friendship from his counterparts.
Many children face untold dangers and tragedy outside their front door and do not survive. They are unable to make the transition from child to young adult. Dorothy and Tre differ from these children and were able to make the transition because their loving families gave them a strong foundation and a positive identity. Dorothy made it out of Oz, and Tre made it out of the 'hood because they both knew they didn't belong in these environments. Their self-awareness came from their sociology-their upbringing. Their strength of character came from their psychology-their ambition.
confrontation, and resolution. The setup is the first act of the screenplay. In the setup (which is approximately one fourth of the story), the audience expects to know who the story is about and what it is about. They also expect to be interested. The writer must intentionally mislead (setup) the audience into believing one thing, then at the plot point, which is an unexpected twist, turn the story around in a completely different direction. Every well-written screenplay has a major plot point at the end of the first act.
The second act is confrontation. It is where the bulk (approximately one half) of the story will take place. It is where the conflict in the story is played out. The antagonist will place numerous obstacles in the way of the protagonist. Once again there is a twist, a major plot point at the end of this act.
The third act, resolution, is where the writer will tie up all loose ends and reveal any other unknown elements of the story (McKee, 1997, pp. 312-314) .
Set Up and Plot Point 1
In the first act of The Wizard of Oz, the viewer is led to believe that Dorothy has made it home but may not make it safely through the tornado. When she comes to after being hit on the head with a window pane, we find that her house has been lifted up in the cyclone. The first plot point (unexpected twist) comes when we learn that Dorothy is, in fact, not home in Kansas but somewhere over the rainbow in a strange, foreign place called Oz.
In Boyz N the 'Hood, the viewer is lulled into believing that this is a "nice" American neighborhood. Even though Doughboy, Chris, and Ricky don't have fathers, their youth, innocence, lollipop-colored homes, and wellkept lawns seemingly will protect them. The first plot point (unexpected twist) comes after a very young Tre and Furious have spent a beautiful fatherand-son day together. While fishing, they talk about leadership, respect, selfconfidence, and sex. Furious counsels Tre on the difference between a man who fathers a child and a father who cares for a child. As they return home, the loving father and son drive down their sunny street singing to "oo-ooh child things are gonna get easier," which is playing on the radio. At the first plot point, Tre and his father are jolted from their idyllic day when they see a young Doughboy and Chris manhandled, handcuffed like dangerous adult criminals, and hauled off in a police car by two White policemen for stealing from a corner store. Tre's eyes are clouded with devastation, sadness, and confusion as he watches his young friends being taken away. They have no fathers to protect them, and the two boys will end up spending several years locked up in various state institutions.
Tre, as well as the audience, realize that they are in unfamiliar territory: a strange, foreign land where even little Black boys in elementary school are feared enemies of the public. For Tre and most Americans, South Central Los Angeles in the 1980s is somewhere over the rainbow-akin to Oz's treacherous Haunted Forest.
Confrontation and Plot Point 2
Throughout the second act, Dorothy successfully escapes death at the hands of the Wicked Witch. She overcomes obstacle after obstacle and secures the Wicked Witch's broom to prove to the Wizard that she has killed the Witch. Finally, the all-powerful Wizard of Oz will grant her wish to return home. The second plot point (unexpected twist) comes when Dorothy finds out that the Wizard isn't really a Wizard. He is a mere mortal with no powers at all. It appears Dorothy will remain in Oz forever.
Tre has thus far in his story been able to avoid death in the 'hood. He has even been able to encourage his friend Ricky to focus on academics and concentrate on his college entrance exam. On a carefree walk home from the corner store, Tre and Ricky are spotted by Ferris and his gang-the same gang who on the previous night had an altercation with Ricky and Tre. A chase ensues. Tre and Ricky are on foot. Ferris and his guys are in a car, armed with a gun. Tre and Ricky escape by dodging between houses, until the unexpected happens (plot point 2), and Ricky stops to urinate in the alley. Tre realizes that his best friend, the strapping football hero Ricky, is not as brave as he seemed to be. He is panicked and afraid. Tre wants to continue running. Ricky is gunned down. Tre is traumatized, filled with confusion, hate, anger, and revenge. It appears Tre will be a victim of the 'hood forever.
Crisis McKee (1997) writes that crisis is when the protagonist finds himself at the end of the line. His next action is his last. No tomorrow. No second chance. This moment of dangerous opportunity is the point of greatest tension in the story as both protagonist and audience sense the question "How will this turn out? " (p. 303) Dorothy is placed in crisis when she jumps out of the hot air balloon to retrieve Toto who jumped out of her arms to chase a cat. Dorothy accidentally trips the rope holding down the balloon, and it leaves without her. She has placed herself in crisis. There is absolutely no way for her to get home now. After Ricky is murdered, Tre goes into his bedroom to cool off. Like Dorothy, he places himself in crisis when he too "jumps" out of his bedroom window and into Doughboy's car to seek murderous revenge. This action leaves no way for Tre to become the man his father has raised him to be. Both Tre and Dorothy ignored safety and opted for risk. Tre jumped out of his bedroom window, leaving the security of his home, whereas Dorothy jumped out of the Wizard's air balloon, leaving the security of the dirigible that was to take her home.
Climax
McKee (1997) stresses that story climax,
The crowning major reversal is not necessarily full of noise and violence. Rather, it must be full of meaning. If I could send a telegram to the film producers of the world, it would be these three words: "Meaning Produces Emotion." Not money; not sex; not special effects; not movie stars; not lush photography . . . . The action that creates this change must be "pure," clear and self-evident, requiring no explanation. (p. 309) Just before the climax in The Wizard of Oz, Glinda the Good Witch explains to Dorothy that she had the power to go home all along but she had to learn it for herself. The Tin Man (heart) asks, "What have you learned, Dorothy?" This moment is clear and pure. The movie is at climax. Her answer is her only way home. Dorothy considers her journey and a life without her loving family. She realizes that while in the Land of Oz, she had discovered the intelligence, compassion, and courage necessary to defeat the Witch and confront the Wizard. She learned that everything she really needed and wanted was back in Kansas. Dorothy had grown up. As the movie climaxes, Dorothy is no longer afraid: She is no longer selfish and immature. She is ready to go home, able to truly value her family. She closes her eyes and clicks her heels until she is no longer in Oz.
Just before the climax in Boyz N the 'Hood, Tre is torn between rectitude and revenge as he rides in the backseat of Doughboy's car on his way to kill Ricky's murderer. These scenes are intercut with Furious at home rolling metal stress balls in his hand. We hear the clicking sound of these stress balls as Tre seeks retaliation with the "boyz"-a clicking sound much like that of Dorothy's heels. Furious is focusing on the turmoil Tre is in, trying to will him into making the right decision to come home. We can infer that invisibility to society of all the "boyz" in the 'hood. They may as well live in a bad dream, a dream from which Tre and Dorothy were able to wake up. We learn that Tre and Brandi will attend college at Morehouse and Spelman, respectively. Tre has become a man. He is appreciative of his father and happy to have a home with him.
Tre and Dorothy acquired the same character traits on their roads to maturity by incorporating the best of those closest to them. They are compassionate, intelligent, and brave young adults who came into their own in the same manner: traveling down a yellow brick road under the same conditions: violent and intolerable environments, with the same assistance: Doughboy-Tin Man, Brandi-Scarecrow, Ricky-Lion. The Wizard of Oz and Boyz N the 'Hood are two movies that tell the same story.
Conclusion
Having analyzed the fascinating parallels between The Wizard of Oz and Boyz N the 'Hood, the moviegoer should realize that if The Wizard of Oz is on his or her list of favorite films, then Boyz N the 'Hood should also be on that list. These movies, along with such critically acclaimed films as Antwone Fisher, American Beauty, A Raisin in the Sun, Captains Courageous, are all great stories because they develop and reveal true character within a proven dramatic story structure. This should communicate drama and understanding to any audience regardless of the race of the moviegoer or the race of the characters in the movie. Drama with understanding is literary integrity. In these movies, race is not used as a gimmick or a pretense for action. Deeper, underlying reasons inform the actions of the characters-the actions of human beings. Race is neither good nor bad. It only is.
As movie ticket buyers, we lose out on the best that our society has to offer if we don't honestly seek and demand literary integrity from all filmmakers. We then must support that integrity with the thoughtful purchase of a movie ticket. This integrity eradicates superficial boundaries such as race, racism, prejudice, and ignorance while maintaining value in entertainment, laughter, drama, insight, and intelligence.
Boyz N the 'Hood producer Stephanie Allain reveals in the New York Times article by Coates (2005) that she struck out repeatedly when pitching to studios that weren't ready to accept a pimp-a stock urban character who through rap has become a familiar of the MTV generation-as a hero. "Can he be a mailman? Can he be a U.P.S. driver?," Ms. Allain recalled being asked. "Can he do anything but the lowest of the low? There was this P.C. thing going on."
distribution.
Audiences deserve and should only tolerate high-quality film experiences. Regardless of the character's plight in life, whether he or she is a pimp, king, farm girl, or boy from the 'hood, if the story is designed to reveal his or her humanity, it may be worth the price of a movie ticket. Celebrated 19th-century European poet and cultural critic Matthew Arnold (1869) expresses the social significance and transformational power of those individuals who honestly seek to bring understanding to man in Culture and Anarchy, saying,
The men of culture are the true apostles of equality. The great men of culture are those who have had a passion for diffusing, for making prevail, for carrying from one end of society to the other, the best knowledge, the best ideas of their time, who have laboured to divest knowledge of all that was harsh, uncouth, difficult, abstract, professional, exclusive; to humanize it. (chap. I) More than 50 years separate the writing, making, and distribution of The Wizard of Oz and Boyz N the 'Hood. In 2002, the United States Library of Congress designated the film Boyz N the 'Hood "culturally significant" and selected it for preservation in the National Film Registry ("List of Films," n.d.). Coincidentally, The Wizard of Oz was inducted into the National Film Registry in 1989, just 2 years prior to the release of Boyz N the 'Hood ("List of Films," n.d.). This recognition was race blind-as moviegoers' ticketbuying choices should be as well.
When Boyz N the 'Hood producer Stephanie Allain states her theory regarding the crossover potential of she and John Singleton's latest Blackthemed film, Hustle and Flow, in Coates's (2005) New York Times article, she not only addresses the transformational power of hip-hop but the power we as individuals have to transform ourselves through any good story well told. She states, "That a substantial audience, having already embraced the harshest aspects of street culture in music, will now do so in film, provided the story's moral remains clear: 'If a low-down, dirty pimp can be redeemed, so can we.'"
